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429 J. J. SECKER

430 G. P. JELLISS
ARC-AU Chess

Equihoppers

Lion
HM3 (two ways)

ARC-AU Chess
Helpmate in
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433

P. H. JOHNSON

Helpmate in
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J. J. SECKER

sbtfmate in
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432

ARQ-O Chess

431

ARC Chess with
cyclic AEIOU

KcZ, WQeB, BKe6 Helpmate
434 P. H. JOHNSON

ARQ-O, Grasshopper
SeriesHPlv{

in 6

in

2. ARQ-O Chess.

"

435 G. P. JELLISS

ARQ-I Chess
Serieshelpmate

in

8

I
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Actuated Revolving Centre (ARC) Chess, invented by Rawlings and Farebrother in
Fairy Chess Revief 1938, was Uiiefly described in ihessics I, Wg.4, where the
extended vowel notation A, E, I, O, U, designating moves Across, Bterior to, Into,
Out of and Upon the roundabout to actuate-its rot-ation was also introduced. When
actuated the centre four cells of rhe board revolve a quarter-turn clockwise.
Equihoppers qo over any piece to the square the same distance beyond in anv direction, wliereai Lions cari liop to any distance beyond, but only aloirg Queen fines.

In chessics 3, J. j. Secker combined the ARC idea with Grid chess to produce his
Actuated Revolving Grid squares. The following four problems show-a new idea by
P.H.Johnson, Irapely Actuared Revolving euarrerboard (ARe) chess. Each of the
Iour quarte.rs ol the board is capable of 90 degrees clockwise rotarion if actuated,In
4M SeriesHPM 6 means Black makes 6 moves, White then mates and finds rhar he
is himself stalemated, apart from the capture of the BK.

With regard to checks, the rule observed in these types of game is that the player's
King must be out of check when the turn of play ends, which is when alt the rotation
has been completed. Thus a King may step into apparent check and be carried to
safety-on-the roundabout; conversely a square that seems safe may carry the King
into check and cannot therefore be entered.

Teurftey Atufr,r&
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AWARD FOR DIRECT fulATES IN TWO MOVES

h

By Dr C.C. L. SELLS (FIDE International Jucige)
As there were not many 2-ers in Chessics L - 6 satisfying the requirement of just
one type of Fairy piece, I have widened my terms of reference and considered all of
the ftvo-move direct mates. Even so, there were only 25 problems, of which I
eliminated 5 with uncorrected cooks or duals, (See the "Comments and Corrections").
Lst Prize. 156 (Hoffmann) C4, p8. The outstanding problem. After a highly
thematic key, we find an excellent doubled theme, Rider and G mates on each of
two lines, with 2. Sc3 and 2.Gd7 as good byplay. I regret a little that Rg8, Bh5 and
Pe? serve only to give one mate eacli, but otherwise the construction is neat.
Znd Prize. 80 version (Jelliss) C2, p6, A landmark problem; the BK is spectacuIarly mated_in all fou,r corners. The two mates on a1 after 1... SxbS/S else, display

WB/IVS Funktionswechsel. The key is reasonable, and the economy surprisingly go5d
considering what a slippery customer the Antipodean BK is.

Hon. Mention. 133(Hernitz) C4, p2. An "Empressive" star-flight with one set
mate changed, so that the E key is not so easy. The Empress mates are well varied
and the cof,struction is

all it

sh6uld be.

Commended, in order of appearance:
9i. version (Jelliss; C3, p1. Two pairs of thematic Grid mates; key well forced.
112 (Jelliss) C3, p4. Five-finger exercise on the Anchor Ring, br,it the matching
BK and WB star should not so unremarked.

p8. Kriegspiel changes after questions and ansrwers. Neat
,128 (Houston) C3,
cnange mecnanrsm.
1?0 (Tylor) C5, p3. Retro-analysis allows "e. p. " key kicking the ball to a BP.
With the WQ as centre-for,ward, the Bs make good wingers.
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Z. HERNITZ

Gra sshoppers
te in 2

Antipodean Chess

Empress

( R+ S)
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Mate tn

2
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1" Gh4 (threat P=G,
Ge1 2. RaB

)

A
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1. RgB

Ses(Kal;
2. BeS( Ka 1)
2" Sd5(Kh1)
2. Se4{Ka8)
2. Sd4{ KhB)

Sxb:{ Sf?) 2.

Ghg 2" Bxdl

S

Re1 2. Ga8
Se4 2, Gxdl
Pc4 2. Sc3

e3.se

l{ds
Ke4
Kd4

Gg2 2. Gd7

The First hize Winner

1. EdB (tripie threat)
Kc4 2. EcS
KcG 2. Eb4

Ke4 2.Exd4
Ke6 2, EeS (set Egs)
three checking tries
( Sb4, Eb3, Eg5)

will receive a choice of books.

The T. R. Dawson commemoradve Tourney that was announced in chessics 2 did
not really get off the ground, mainly due tothe irregularity of appearance of rhe
magazine, lack of publicity in other journals, and iiadequ-ate ciibuhtion ar rhat
time iChessics now goes to 25 different overseas countries - and strould now start to
apqeg_r-a lot more Punctually). There were insufficient entries for the Retroanalysis
and Helpmate sections for an award to be made - instead I will just draw attention
to John Beasley's "Chess in Disguise" poblem(C4, p1 and C10, p11) as ourstanding
retro and chris Tylor's "All-in chess" HM3 in 2 ways with just thlee men in rhe
helpmate division. (C1, p3).

0orlrwefitt E< Correctiswt
MATES IN TWO - COOKS AND DUALS
The following flaws were found by Dr Sells in making his award for C1 - C6.
Prob._2^(Iellisg C1-, pl, 1...Mfs 2.Mb8-c3 or a3(since Mf8 guards e4 over f5).
Prob 53 ( jelliss; C1, p?. I,..Ke4 2. BxdB and c5 mares as wen as Le4.
pb8=e/R but also ec(sgsy.
ll* L0 (Jelliss; c_2, p6-(N_o:+-l
\.._.B_fEryq) 2.
138 (Hanazawg.C+,
(\o._ry
1.R951
Kb6
z.
RcB-f6.
(Add Bpes to buiei.
t9
148 (Hernitz) C4, p8 (No.1) 1... Kd4 2. Sc-dB bur also BdS (rhrear).
151(Tylor) C4, p8 (No.4) 1Sd2-c4 Pd2 2.8b6 (check from'Gg6). '

I hope it will be possible to publish re-settings in due

course.
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Comments and Corrections

MOEBIUS CHESS (Chessics
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P

91

to my attention the strange oversight on my Part tlat the
Roser Smook has brought
"problem'356 as published are not mates at all, since
the Rook
so-"called "mates" in
can interpose to stop the Q-check. Tliis blunder is fortunately corrected by making
another "bluhder" iir the stipulation, as shown on the diagram below. Presumably
this was what I intended in ihe first placel The WK has been moved from d4 where
it is checked when the R comes to d8. The WK is only there in any case for the
purposes of legality and obfuscarion - he could also be placed at c2,92,e2,e3,e4,
35

6.

G. P. JELLI

SS

Moebius Chess

Blundermate

in 2 (4 ways)

1. RfB Qc?+ zRf? Qc8.
L. RdB (via a1, hl, aB) Qg?+ 2. Rd? QgB.
1. OO QaZ+ 2. Rf? Qa1.
1" OOO (castling Q-side with K-Rookl)

Qa? 2. Rd? Qa

8.
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Circcan Yarietier
The first three problems here are under normal Circe rules. Any captured man
reappears on the appropriate game array square if vacant; "appiopriate" in the case
of R,B or S meaning the sguare oftl:e same colour as that on which it is captured,
and in the case of a- P the square in the same file as the capture square.
.136 O. FARIA

437

Circe

Circe

Chess

HM2 (with 'tries')

O. FARIA
Chess

HM3 with set mate

438 F. HOFFMANN
Circe Chess
Maximummer Selfmate

4

. M.r Plaksin, the composer of the next five compositions, writes thar for some years
he has been very interested in positions showing multiple captures by one pawnin
the retroana_lysii. _He has found thar one fruitfu'l formbf fairy play for this purpose is
Promotion Hydra Circe (which sounds far more formidable thari in fact it isj. tn ttris
variety, invented by G.Balbo in 1.9?9, when a pawn is promoted a similar unit
apppil on the corr6sponding game array square-, if vacint. Thus the number of men
on tne Doarc can tncrease.

CHESSICS

Circean Varieties
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439 N. PI.A.KSiN

440 N. PL.{KSIN

Promotion Hydra Circe
Helpmate in 1

44L N. PLAKSIN

Promotion Hydra Circe

Promotion Hydra Circe

Path of BPaT?

Mate in

5

1

We go through the analysis of poblem 439 in detail: The WRgS is a promotee,
of the fP via a? since the solution 1. O-O Qxg? must be legal. However, the P did
not promote on a8, for then either the BQR w6uld have bee-n on b8 and (with aU BSs
qone) Black would have been in retrostalemate, or the BQRwould have had to get
5ut Sefore the BaP (which could not have promoted) had been captured. Hencelhe
WfP promoted on b8. with 6 captures, but only 4 Black men missing apart from the

BBf8, thus Black has promoted 6oth his pawns; one capture BPab2 ana another ffxRg1
balancing all missing Wlrite men. BQ, BB never moved from d8, f8 so no Q, B promotion; BRs cannot escape from W camp so the promotions must have been b1{Sg8) and
g1S (Sb8). The BaP captured the original WQR on b2, and this R was restored by the
promotion on b8. Hence we have the complete capture excelsior of 685.

442 N. PLAKSIN
Promotion Hydra Circe
HM1 (duplex)

443 N. P["{KSIN
Promotion Hydra Circe
Last 11 single moves?

444 F. HOFFMANN
Augsburger Circe Spray
Helpmate in 2
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Finally, to round things off, we have another complicated-sounding variety of
Circe p1ay. As in Circe ca ptured pieces are returned to the home squares, but
they are not deterred to find the home occupied so long as it is by a piece of the
same kind, The two pieces then coexist on the same sguare, and if one moves then
so must the other at the same time, but in another direction.
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CHESS REACTIONS

- 38?. Solutions in text.
388. 1.KeB Pf6 2.Kd4 Pc6. The
376

S mates on

the open board

with the help of four "steppinq stones".

389. r.rtre p-r+-?s z.rns r-fs'-eo-g.rtro P-e6-e? 4.Kh? K-e?-f8.
This is mate because Whirc can Play P-fq=& B or QxK,

390.

a type of virtual promotion.
t.6tis (ttrreat z. s'-ft-osco. \

394.

Rb5, Ka4 5. KaB for Ra1. Black threefold dance takes BK through the WR guard.
1. Kb4 Bd5, KcG 2. Rb4, Ka5, Pb4, Rbg QdS, Bc6, Kd5, Qc6, Bd5, Kc6, Qa8.

Pt6/t5/d4 2. sf6-dsb6/R-f5-d5d4/R-f?d?.
R oppo-skipping to mate.
391. 1. Sf5e5 waiting Ph5/Pg6lsg3 / sfz 2. Sg4g5-/Sg4f5f6 / Sgafsfz / &3f3 etc.
Eight direct mites by Si tirdmating moves bufnotthe-rnates changed by key.
392. 1.Bb5c6 Ba?b8 2. Kc6h1 Kb8g3 3. Bhlg1 Bg3f;l. Not Bg3g2 as then 4. Kg1e3e2
S93. 1. Kf4 2. Ke5, Rbs, Bd?, SeS, Ke6 3. Kd?, Bd5, Res, Sd?, Kc6 4. Kb5, Bd?, SeS,

395.
396.

Variatibns with White B, S and

Oueen apparentlv Dassins throuqh K and B. Increasing move complexity.
1-, Ph1=Bi ita8, na3, scs, p?g, sc2; Ra3, Bd3, Ph?, Khs for rfo. But this prbblem
assumes that the kicked piece can captule (conEaly to the rules as stated ).
1-6. Kd? 7.Ke'.l, Be6 8. KT8, Rg? 9. Ke8 10. Kd8, Sc8 11. Ke8 for Rg8.

BARRIER CHESS

- 403. Solutions in text.
404. 1.Kf2 manv variations. e,g, . ..8e4

401

405.
406.

2. Be2 M5 3. Bd3. Bc6 4. Bc4 Bd? 5. BdS
Bq1+ This strould bear the motto "Checkers anyone?"
1. Ka8 Rb? 2. Ph5 Kg3 5. ph++ Kf4 4. Ph3 Ke5 5. Ph2 Kd6 6. Ph1=R Kc?
?.Rh8 Kb6 8.Rb8 Rt?. Beautifully pnecise timing.
1.Rf? 2.Rf8 3.Rc?+ 4. Rd?. The Rs-m'ust nead mbre daintily than usual.
Be8

6.8e6'Bfl ?.BxB

GRASSHOPPER CHESS

407. L. GdZ Ga? Z.KeB Gd1 3.Gf2 GfL 4.Ge2 Gg7.
408. 1.Kb2 Ga1 2,Ga2 Ga}3.Gd1 Gc1 4.Kb3 Kt5 5. Ga4 KdA 6.Ka3 Kc3

?,Gb1
and Ga1 mate. The mountain (of Gs) comes to Mahomet.
409. 1.Gb8 Ge3 2.Gd6 Ge6 3.Gc?-e5 Gd'l 4,Gd6-f4 Ge3-e6.
4!0. 1. Sc2 Gb1 2. Ca1 Gilg 3. Pe4 Gf5 4. Pe5 Gd5 5. Sd4.
(b) 1. Sg2 Gh1 2. Pe4 Gf3 3. Gh2 Gd5 4. Pe5 Gf5 5. Sf4. Echo ideal mates.
4lI. Upper 1-. -5. Pc1= R 6. RcT ?. Rf? for Sd5.
Lririer 1. Pc2 Kg2 2. Pc1=G KfI 3. Gf4 bsd2.
412. Last move lgiven it is Black to plag must have been Pg5xPfS e. p. preceded
by Pf?-f5 and Kf5 - (or x)f4. The condition allows greater economy .
413. 1.cf? Kd5 2. Pe8=Q and nro Black Knight Wheels.
Cook: 1. Pq3+ SfB 2.Q* . Replace 92 by Gf3?
414. 1.Ke2 (thrEat SaD G;4+/Ge4+/Ge6+ 2,8c2/Bd2/Bda.
But Nc6+ and no mate. Add BPe? I
415. 1.Rg2 (threats 2.Rb2 or Sb2; Gb5/d6/e4/b4 2.GaSlGhURgllSbz.
Try 1.Rb7? Gd4 416, 1.kf5 Kh4 2. 596+ Kh5 3. Gf?.
4]-'1. 1.Ke5 2.Gh6 3:Ks64.Ge? 5.Kh? 6.Kg8 7.RhT 8.Kh8 9.Rg8 10.ff8=G.
418. AddiKgS for 1. CF+ Xeg-2. dcf4 Kdz e. XgZ ret 4. Kh1 KfI 5. Gfz+ Bf3.

Solutions to Chessics 1L
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QUASI-ORTHODOX PROBLEMS

419. 1. Sdel+ Rc4 2. Pd3 Rg4. and 1. Sh4+ Sf4 2. Bf3 Se6.
420. 1. Rf2 Rd?+ 2. Kf6 Bc3-. and 1. Bh2 Rd} 2. Pg4 Bh4.
421. 1. Se6++ Ke4 2. Sf2++ Kf3 3.Rc2 Rh?.
422. L...Pd4 2.Re4 Rf6. and 1.Qe2 Pd3 2.Qe5 Sh6.
423. 1. Rd? Re4 2. PxR Kg4. 1. Re? Re5 2. PxR KgS. and L. Bd? Re6 2. P:<R Kg6.
42A. 1.QcS (threat Sf4+)"Ra5/Rb5 2.Qe7 /QeB ior Qg5+ and PxQ mate.
425. 1. Pa1=Q Sbs 2. Rds Bb3 3.Qa6 Bds 4. Qf6 Kd? 5.Qb? Sc?.
426. 1. Re1 Kg8 2. Pa1=B Kf8 3. Bh8 Pg? 4.Kh7 Kf? 5. Bh6 Pg8= B.
427. 1. Bd1 B;2 2. Ra3 Re3 3.Ra5 Be4 4. sa+ Rbg for Kb6/Qb5/Bb3/Pe6 mates.
lnterchange of WR and WB.
SMOOK

THEME 428.

1. . . Phg 2. Rxh3. and L. Rh3 PfB 2.Ps4.

Unfinirhel lftlork
position by J" E. H" CREED
(d. 12 lan 7974)
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position by J, E. DRIVER

(d. 1 Aug 19?9)
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The diagrams shown above indicate work that was left unfinished by the two
composels at the time they died. The position by Dr Creed was noted by Dr Sells
as beinq set up on his board inI9'14, There was nothing to indicate what the idea
was, bu*t there were no draughtsmen which JEHC usuall-y used for fairy pieces.
The position by Mr Driver w-as diagrammed by him to iilustrate a them'e we might
be a6le to worit on together. but rEgrenabty with the passage of time I have
forgotten the intended-stipula_tion. it is my'hope that ihese"fragmenrs may give
inspiration to readers to use these positioni as inatrices upon wfiich ro compose
sorie completed problems that cari be pubiished as a tiibute to the memory of
these two fine composers.

ffi
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Mbriler in 0rbit
By G. P.IELLISS

The technolosv of the interchessic missile was inaugurated in Chessics L, page 2.
The simplest su'6h missile moves like a knight and m-akes every succeeding m5ve,
after being launched, at as obtuse an anqle as possible to the preceding move
(straight if possible). Any such missile, I'aunch6d anywhere on *re boaid, and in any
ilireciion, will end'up, ferhaps after a preliminary flight of a few moves, orbiting
the board clockwise along the path shown in diagram A, or anticlockwise round an
exactly similar orbit whiEh is d reflection of dia-gram A.
The other type of missile introduced in C1 moves like a knight and makes.every
at as acute an angle as possible to the peceiiing move. This type
of missile will also eventually end"up in brbit, but insteid of jusiwo possible orbits
there are rwenty. Some cases are illirstrated in diagram B. These orbits cannot be
classified as cl6ckwise and antielockwise since the! are of a "figure-of-eight" type
rather than circular.
successive mbve

In the original problem the further condition was added that the missile is not
allowed tole-enier any square it has alread;r occupied, and that when it has nowhere
else to Co it explodes.'Under this condition-the obtuse missile. launched from an
aooropriate squlre and in a suitable direction, can achieve a journey of 51 moves,
while'the acuie missile can reach 50. See diagrams C and D.
Under this condirion there is also the possibility that the missile may encounter an
ambisuity -- i.e. a choice of a right angle move to left or right. We will have to
f6r it to explode in this sitlat,on-as well. The shortesiroutes to.ambiguity
^rranfie
for ttie nn'o misslles are illustrated in diagam E (the O takes ? and the A takes 11;.
The longest routes to ambiguity are shown in diagrams F and G(O=38' A=34).

Finatly. if we allow the missile to leturn to its home

base we can get re-entrant
ciosedl rours. The longest possible routes achievable with the two types under
ihis requirement are illusuaied in diagrams H and I. (O=M' 4= 3q. This last pa-th
incidentalty, if we delete the final move and substitute e2-c1-, solves the task of
trying to get the A missile to "go straight" for one pair of moves.. Ge-ni*.g the.
o6tuF mi-ssile to go acute however tak-es only one move -- we simply fire it into
a corner. There riight be a moral there somewhere.

ii. e.

I leave as a pastime for readers to try launching the missiles from some arbitrarily
chosen square in some random direction, just to see what happens under the various
cclnditions described above -- or perhaps some further interesting results can be
obtained by trying other rules or other tjrpes of leap. We may come back to this in
another five yearsl

l4irile
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The Eorly Work

of T. R,. Dawton

From 190?, when he was 18, to his death in 1951, T.R.Dawson composed some
6000 odd (and, as Dawson himsetf said in Caise's Wild Roses, often iery odd)
This is an average of two or three a week.
-problems.
He has kept a record of a-lmost his entire output in the form of manuscipt folders
which are now in the Brirish Chess Problem Society Library, and I am indebted to
Mr L.Citeroni the Society's l,ibrarian for allowing me to study these over guite a
considerable period. My interest has been to determine the earliest examples of each
particular sdfulation that Dawson composed. Often these are the prototyfe composiiions of their-kind, for it is surprising hbw many of the basic elements o'f'fairy ciress
were introduced by Dawson. Sometiires they aie the only compositions of th6ir kind,
either because the idea did not catch on, or more often because they show something
that can only be shown in one unique way.

The pocedure I have followed in producing this series, which will continue in
of Chessics, is simply to sta;t ar the beginning of Dawson's MS
books with problem 1 and to work through them, selectiri'g one-example of each
stipulation that occurs. Usually one finds that he composid several with the same
stipulation at the same sitting, or over successive days (he often gives the date of
coinposition as well as detaili of publication). The numbers givet to the problems
here are Dawson's own. In some cases a problem has been re-published once or
twice, in these cases I quote only the earliest source.
subsequ-ent issues

Collections of Dawson's work that are in print at present are the Five Classics of
Fairy Chess, a compendium of Dawson's five books, edited by A.S"M.Dickins
(Dover tublications 19?3) and Schach ohne Grenzenlchess Unlimited by K. Fabel
and C.E.Kemp, in parallel German and English(Walter Rau Verlag 1.969). Where
possible I have tried to avoid duplication by choosinq an example that does not
appear in one of these publicad6ns, but a s'light oveilap is inevitable.
1,

2"

Lonsdale Repui:lican
20 Decernber 1911"

Strand h{agazine

London Weekly Times

October 1911

Decernber 1911

W and B piaying alternately Each !V piece ca ptures an
occ',tpy the 32 white squares unrn*ved ieienticai adversin few esr nnoves. How many a ry, w ith n* rcute inter *
final p*sitions are there?
secting eny other,

4"

W end B moving alternaiely
*vqry man nl0ves Once cnly
wiih no ctiecks or captures,
other than

paw n * ca ptures,
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Where, as often, there is a considerable choice of compositions illustrating

a

predilections, for light weight,
particutrar stipulation
-clearty I have allovred my own
expounded themes, to guide me in the main. And where there
iconomical,
is a good story atta6hinj to a problem no scr-uples, other than lack of space, have
prevented me fiom telling

it.

COMMENTARY ON THE PROBLEMS

1.

Thi-swas publish-ed as parr. of an article on "The Professor's christmas party". It
be noticed from the dates on other problems that most fairy composirions of
around this time were published during the festive season, wheri orthoitox conventions were,expected to be broken a little. If the position looks rather familiar ar
firs-t sight look closer at the bishops - they are ali on white sguares. The number
of linal positions is 1? and they are reached on Black's 12th move. The main
point to watch in the enumeration is that an L8th position with Bec4. BSd?. BSs6.
wBbs, wKf1,wsez,wsf3 cannot be reached since pe2-e4 cannor be delayed lo"ng
enough to allow Qh4-c4.

will

2.

Th9 puzzle column in the strand Ma_gazine was one of the principal places that
H. E..Dudeney, author of The Canrerbury Puzzles (190?) and Amusem^ents in
Nlathemarics 1191?) published his brainteasers (possibly he edited the puzzle
section). I believe Dudeney must have been a'major influence on Dawson ar this
time. Both were founding members of the British Chess Problem Sociery in 1918,
in fact Dudeney chaired rhe inauqural meetinq. One wonders if the BCPS was rhe
real-life incarriation of the PuzzlE Club, of wtrose Advenrures Dudeney wrore.
The Bh1 goes to 92, f1, d3, c2, b3, c4, b5, c6, d5, e6, f5, h?, g8, f?, e8, d?, c8, b?, a8,
and the other paths fit in easily.

4.

This seems a strange type of stipulation, producing follow-my-leader type effecr.
1.. Bg8 PdS 2. Sh? Rd6 3. tr(d6 Pc5 4. Kf8 Bc6 5. h<c6 Pbs 6. Pf6 Qb6 ?. Sc? Kb8
8. Pxb6 Pa5. Getting the buried Pa6 to move is the motivadon.

10.

See Chessics

10, problem 865, an example of a synthetic game.

20.

25.

Deutsche Schachblatter

Pittsburgh Gauerre Times

24 Decen:ber 191L

45.
Pittsburgh Gazeue Times
24 December 191L

Last 3 rnoves?

Stalemate in 3.

l'l

December 1911

White mates in

1.
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outPut of compositions employing retro20.
-" The earliest example of anto enormous
Justify an e.f.key. Thii is no-t in fait fRD-'s first
"onria"i"tions
"-ti"fyti"if
comes later i-n this sgries appeared in
problem; No. 51.6, wh-ich
oublished retro
-bo-olis
aie out oJ chronological.brd_e_r).
i$6iltffi,i;EEt'oi-pi-oui'eini'in itrb Ms
The clulmination of this intensive study of retros was the publicaiion in 1915 of
the book RetroSrade Analysis in the A.C.White Christmas Series, written in
cooDeration wittr W.Hundsdorfer. White mates by Pabxbb 9.p. The l,ast move
muJt ttare bien f.iUf-US preceded by Rb6-a6, Sa6-b8, RM or b5-b6, and so on.

The analvsis is quite straigirtfon,rard. the stipulation that it is White to move is
;;A;ii sincl itere is n5 proof from the poiition alone that Black moved last.
1'tre posSbitity of proving th! legality of an e. p. key by mean-s other tha.n qmply
ptracfns the Wk n"iiio tfrJ-SP-w1tt.'itwoutd liive'berin checked by a single move
bf ttteinwn had been strown by Sam Loyd in 1894.

This is a quite different style of retro. The statement below the diagram in -the
25.
--'fvfSii;nhckhaschecked'twice
inthelastthreemoves". IhaverePlaceditby

'i*piV

isf.ine for the last three mo'/es , since othendise it could be misread as
dn the play. The last three moves must have been 1.Kc8xBc?
""ttr""u-"lnriitprEy,-untit
",iofiti*
3"0'-fe 3.Bc?-d8 Sd8-e6+. The WRs cannot be released, in
2.ps4-s5
Bb8-c?+

tttl wser is,

reguirgs,hg

wdl

to_retract to d2, but

this
it blocks
this cannot o""ut uniii-itre wsaA is bick- at cl. when it gets back to cl'be
retrcannot
iiiJt"iuin of itt" wbn ti- i1 via c1 and for this reason thdwPa4
Black
out.
been
carried
have
manoevres
other
a2
un-tlf-atiitr"re
aB
or
acted to
have moved last - he is in "retrostalemate"'

"a*ot

Ke? 2' Qd5

'''
45. A classical miniature, f. ag9 .-.. Kc'i ?'-.12d5 Kc8/b8- 3' Be5/^Q-c6'
--'
ii"8-ifb s. ii-dfO"o,'l'. . rtdfi"a-t.Oft lit-or d8 Kc6/b? or d6 3. BcS/Kb5.

toyddiedonlothAPdllgllandhismantleasMasteloftheUnorthodoxies
upon, or was taken-up by, Dawson, for December 1911

#irr"

ito* tiin.'ft

1909 he prblished three or four'

saw a sudden ftood 3i;ffi'britfi;
the next
in 1910 some twent|'fi;'i-tiGii;neieighty, and he continued for

"t'J!$"irdilu

forty years unabated.

HE

Rook orotrnl the Rockt
By G.P.IELLISS

Mv discovery (in Febluary 19?8) that four blocks suitably placed on the size 8 board
i'i6 oiifrci"nl io Oltermirie a unique closed Wazir 1i. e, higle-step Rook)ro I-of the
19?9. Ttuee
;;;;i"i"t;quares was first-pubtished. in The Problemist in Novembername
will be
arrangements Wele lepolted'there. Since then Tom Marlow, whose
f;ii?il; d;"ote"s diconstruction Tasks (see AhasGuide to FailymeChes,
{PPe-ndix o1,
to find a further
stimulated
has sent me seven more (in April 1981) and this

four.

so

there are now 14 known solutions, as follows:

Found by T. W. Marlow:
Found by G. P. Jelliss:

a6, c2, 93,
a6, c2,I8,
a6, e2, g3,
a6, b3, 12,

hB a6, c2, f2, g7
h+ a6, c2, f6, h4
g7 a5,b2, 92, gp
li8 a6,b3, g3, g7

a6, c2, f2, h8
A5, b2, f 7 _, 92,

U
^?, .b?,96,
b3,f2,g7
a6,

a5,b2, f?, hL
a6, b3, 93, h8

CHESSIC S

&qhelgs!4-te-B9sks-

12,

13

Eight,of
arrangen'renrs can be derived from the diagram A by removing three of
,the
the_blocks,
one from each linked pair. Another way olregarding these g iolurions is
as the corners of a cube; a move along a side of the cubefepre#ntins a move of a
block to a diagonally adjacent s,quaref Anorher four of the airanqem"ont,
simil,arlv
related as shown in diagram_B. The arrangement shown completd with its"r"
tour in c i's
tne.onry one tnat lras a block within the central 4x4 area of the board. The remainins.
yditglrTTed, arrangemenr is derived from c by moving- f6 to f8. we stiir naue-no-"'
proot that these 14 constitute all possible arrangeinents.

B

A

C

I-FE
t.F

Lg
lL-ll

r|rl
--.*.4
I

-l

However, I have now established a proof that the number of blocks cannot be reduced
to two, and further that one block must occur in each quarter of the board. Fortunetelv
this can be done without-EF-friii@Zll@locks
on th6
board. Mr Marlow points out that there ire 136 such a"rranqements, not counting rotadons and reflecti6ns. The number of ways of placing 2 blocks, one on whiteZnd the
other on black, is 32x32 = 1024. Of these 64 are symrietrical, by reflection in rhe
cenfie Une of 'the board. So the number of geomet-rically differeit arrangements is
(7024 - 64)/8 + 64/4 = 120 + 16 = 136.
depends on observing that if there are only n,ro blocks then at least one
+x'4 quarrer irf the board must-be completely free ffom blocks. We can take it to be
the ai quarter. Now consider the 3x3 squar6s in the al- corner and all possible,routes
of the Wazir through these 9 squares. 1? figures result, as illusnated and numbered,
rather mysteriously, across pages 7, 8 and 9.

My proof

Numbers l-2,3-4,5-6, ?-8,9-10, LL-12 are pairs in which the entrances and exits to
the.3x3 are the same but the internal routesTollowed are different, in other words
the tour is not uniquely d_etermined in these cases. 13 and 14 similarly pair with
their own reflections in the a1-d4 diagonal.

In case L5 the route through a4 must be a5-a4-b4, but this meanswe can delete the
links a4-b4, a3-b3, c3-c4 fnd replace them by b4-c4,b3-c3, a3-a4, Similarly in 16
the route through a4 must be a5-a4-b4, and we can then reconnect the squares a4,b4,
a3. b3, a2.b2 ii the same fashion as for case 15.

Finally, case 1? can be settled by considering how the Wazir tour outside the 3xB
must Unk up t}te entrances and exits to the 3x3 without crossing over or forming
detatched circuits. We must join a4-b4, c4-d1,d2-d3, or the rdflecrion of this in
the diagonal. Ifwe nsw delete the interior of the 3x3 we can reconnect in accord
with pattern 3, also joining b4-c4 and d1-d2, and still have a tour with the same
blocks.

_gA
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Dettructive $amer
By Dr C.M.B.TYLOR

In the "Reacrive" chess variants considered in chessics 11 (pages ? -- 01, when.one
pi""e
.nou"t to an already occupied square the situation is resolved by one of the
'pieces
moving away and ihe oth-er remaining. Another possibility is that one piece,
ilr both of the"m, vdnish from the board. If ahe static piece vanishes we call this
phenomenon a CAPTURE. If the moving piece is the one that vanishes we call this

SURRENOSR. tf both men go we call it-a CaNCSLLATION. Combining these three
possibilities with the AUTO--, OPPO- and FREE classification we get nine distinct

i

bhess Variants.
CAPTURE GAMES

oppo-capture chessis of course none other than the orthodox game, which needs

no iurther comment.

Free Capture Chess is the same game as "Reform Chess" invented by L. Tabi of

Eungary. Here-is an example by-G.nakcsi ( sent to

445

giiiErii

:;i8::ii
.:ii&,::
1:;.fi;:;: .::;!-:;.

us

by Mr W.H.Duce ):

G. BAKCSI MagYar Sakkelet 19?1

Free Capture Chess (Reform Chess)

Mate in

2

i;i;i;i;i;i;i A
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Solution: L. SxQl Kxc? 2. PxR=Q.
KxeT 2. Sxf5,
Kxc5 2. Sxe4.
Kxe5 2, SxB.

e

.
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Auto-Capture Chess is radically different from the pre-vious two variants since
oldmfty cEFmreszie no longer permirted. consequently no checl(s o.t, *"-19t-"1"
;GbG. siirce althouch the"pieles of one colour can cipture each other they are
iot obliged to do so. ttrect i and mates can be re-introduced howe_ver by making
the Kin[ " Sensitive" to the threat of capture by their own men, e.8.

446 C. h4. B. TYLOR

Auto-Capture Chess with Sensirive BK
Mate in 2
Normal (oppo)captures not being allowed the
WK is not in check; and the BK being Sens*
itive Black is stalemated in the set position.

solution: 1..Kb2

Qc1

/QaI

2. Kb1

/Bbt.

Destructive Games

CHES SIC S

12,

15

SURRENDER GAMES

Oppo-Surrender Chesq like

E

all the

surrender games lacks checks and mates, but

lema7elsF-isiFle as shown by rhe followif,g synthetic game.

447 G.P. ryLLlqs oppo-sunender chess. Play a game to sralemare in the fewest
moves. L. Pe4 Ph6 2. Pe5 pf 6 3. pe6 p:e6 4. pa4 pa:S S. Ba6 p:a6 6. ff4 R:a6 ?. pf5
S:a6 8.Ph4 B:aG 9. PhS Q:d2 10.Bb? Kf? 11.Bc6 Kg6 72.Qga Kh? 13.eg6=.

Ftee surrender chess does not allow stalemate either. checks and mates can be
re-introficeilnohrever by using Sensitive Kings - but then the normal opening array
is illegal, since both Kings are- in quintuple cTreckl
Auto-Surleqder Chess permits stalemates, but not

nenoiher synthEiiE garire to illustrate rhe rules.

I think double stalemates.

Here

448. G.P.JELLISS Auto-surrender Chess. Play a same to smlemate in fewest moves
with minimum desrruction. 1. Pd4 pel 2.pf4 ecS 5. fg+ pbs 4. pds pe4 S. pfb pc4
6. Pg5 Pb4 ?. Pg6 pb3 8. Bf4 pas 9. Bc? pa4 10. pd6 pat11. sc3 QgS L2. Qd4 Be?
13. Rd1 Qc1 14. Qb6 Qa1 15. Rb1 Sf6 16. Sds OO 1?. ph4 pc3 18. FhS peg 19. Rh4 Bb?
20.Ra4 Sc6 21. Sfg Rb8 22. Se5 Bd8 23. Se? Sa? 24.Ph6 Bhl" 25. Bg2 Rb? 26. S5c6 ScB

27. Sb8 Kh8 28. Ra? Sg8 29. Pf6=.

CANCELLATION GAMES
OpPo,-Cancellation Chess is already familiar to devotees as Kamikaze Chess (of
TotafvailEty-fn whlcir the Krngs are kamikaze as well as the orher men;.

the

449. G.P.JELLISS Oppo-Cancellation Chess (Toral Kamikaze). play a qame to
stalemare with the maximum possible desrruction. l.pa4 pas 2. pb4 pb5 B. hp pxp
4. Rc4 PcS 5. Pd4 PdS 6. PxP PxP ?. Sir3 Sh5 8. BxS BxS 9. RxR exe j.0. pe4 peS
11 Pf4 Pf5 72.Ps4 PsS 13. sa3 sa6 14. Bxs Bxs 15-. Kf2 Lf? 16.Lxi gxf 1?. Rei RgB
18. RxP RxP 19. kfe kg6 Z0.Kf4 Khs 21. KfS ph6 iz.pns=.
45A C. M. B. T rLOR
Free Cancellation Chess
with Sensitive Kings
N,late Ln 2
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451 C. lv1. B. TYLOR
Auto Cancellation
Serieshelpmate

in

Chess
?
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Free cancellation chess. Normal checks of course apply in this variant, but using
s-ensiiine Krngs pEim-its some remarkabre economy:
iorurron, 1Ke4 sc? or g? 2. se4

Auto-canc_ellation chess, In this exanlple
it is amatter of geriing a lot of Black
our-- ol rh-e w ay qftekit; ( *; at a timel
).

pieces

5, R:tt6 6. Q g2 7. S:b2

for Rh1.

1, S;eZ 2.8:h2 g. R:f2 4,B.cZ

].2,

CHESSIC S
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PROBLzuS TO SOLVE

452. G.P.JELLISS Free Capture Chess. Play games, as short as possible, ending
in stalemate. (a) wirhour further conditions (b) with maxirnum possible destruction
(c) with minimum possible destrucdon.
453 C. M.

B. T YLOR

Helpstalemate in
(a) Normal Chess
(

3

b) Oppo- Surrender

Chess

with Sensitive BK.

454 C. M.

B. TYLOR
Free Capture Chess
with Sensitive Kings

HMz (two ways)

Progressive lea per
Tour

by T. R. Dawsotr,
to illustrate

Pick's Theorem,

see below,

7ick"

Theorem

EINSTEINERS (i,hessics 10,. p?)

-

PROGRESSIVE LEAPERS

The earliest exarnple of a Progressive l*eaper appears, in effect, in a problem by
T. R. Daw srsn , L' Echiquier 19 30, iD w hictr he a sks for a 13*move closed tour by an
increasing wazir, there being no crossovers in the tour, The sclution is shown in
T. R. D. states that rhere are rwo stighrly different rours of this type on

yirf;flTj*.

In connection with the above diagram of Dawson's 13-move rour, the question
mifrded readers as ro whar rhe area ot irrd ,rripe'is.
#gl,i,":^.""1^rq.F:.gT:,rrtS"tly
may'not be very widely known that there is a simple formula for calculatins the
It

oI
simple (i. e. non-se1{ -intersecting)- polygon whose vertices aie
?I::
points(i.e. in this case.each move startsor--finish;s at the centre
latttce -llru,rrg.h
oia square
gj^tl"^.!-"i11.'-Th,e for.mula is: ib r i r *tr"r" b is the numb"i or tani"" poinrs on
" la_ttice- points inside. the boundary. tir the the boundary while c is the number. of

pI:t:I^r^:lI"q1?y:have:b-23andc.1t.soth-earea-is21|squares. Foraproof of
tne meorem, which was discovered by G.pick in 18gg, see H.s.M.coxetei,s fine
Igqggggjtg1CGeomerrv (wiley, 2nii edirion, roeO, pzOOy.

Volume one

will now end at

issue No L6, previous plans having been disrupted.

